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Message from the Coordinator
In a city known for
its
active
and
concerned
civic
leaders, Vira I. Heinz
was among the
foremost. Born Vira
M. Ingham in what is
now the Brighton
Heights
neighborhood of

Pittsburgh. In 1932 she married Clifford S. Heinz, son
of Henry J. Heinz, founder of the food processing
company. Clifford Heinz died in 1935. Over the next
four+ decades, Mrs. Heinz actively engaged in the
philanthropic and civic work for which she is now
remembered.
She did so much for so many that it would be
impossible to list the full range of her activities. To
mention a few of the more prominent, she was vice
president of the World Council of Christian Education
and an active supporter of its work in Africa. She was a
founder of the Civic Light Opera, president and
principal benefactor of the Pittsburgh Youth
Symphony, and a member of the boards of the
Pittsburgh Chamber Music Society, the Pittsburgh
Opera and the Pittsburgh Symphony Society.
Mrs. Heinz received the Chancellor's Medal from the
University of Pittsburgh and honorary degrees from
eleven colleges and universities. She was a trustee of
Chatham College and the first woman trustee of
Carnegie Mellon University. She served as a member of
the board of Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh and was
an honorary fellow of the American College of
Hospital Administrators.
As a member of the Board of Directors of the H. J.
Heinz Company, she was the first woman board
member of a multinational corporation headquartered
in Pittsburgh. In the spirit of generosity that
characterized her life, Vira I. Heinz provided in her will
for the establishment of a charitable foundation.

The
2010
cohort is the
third cohort to
complete
the
Vira I. Heinz
(VIH) Program
for Women in
Global
Leadership since
its
inception.
While the 2009
and
2010
Newsletters have provided the VIH community
with the opportunity to honor our students’
accomplishments, the 2011 Newsletter also
provides space for reflection. Reflection on the
evolution of the VIH Program, and perhaps more
importantly, reflection on how each and every
cohort has continued to not only set the bar higher
for the next cohort, but also assist the new cohorts
in meeting their goals. VIH awardees from the
2008, 2009 and 2010 cohorts offered their time and
talents in our new ten week Mentoring Program,
launched in the spring of 2011. Past awardees have
returned to each and every retreat held, sharing with
members of the 2010 cohort, and most recently, the
2011 cohort, the successes and challenges of their
Community Engagement Experiences (CEE) and
how to make new CEEs truly sustainable and farreaching in their impact. It is because of this
continued involvement and this deep-rooted sense
of community that our newest members of the VIH
community have increasing lived out the mantra
‘Think Globally; Act Locally.’ It is my distinct
pleasure to share with you the achievements and
impact of the 2010 cohort in this Newsletter. We
excitedly wait to see how their dedication, energy
and ideas continue to shape the VIH Program and
our local communities.
Best,
Sarah E. Wagner
Program Coordinator
Vira I. Heinz Program for Women in Global
Leadership
sewst29@pitt.edu

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/
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LIST OF AWARDEES
Name
Chantal Barr
Emily McCabe
Natasha Wirth
Valerie Flatley
Justine Kassay
Kayla Kieszek
Kelly Austin
Julia Hanby
Lauren Mobertz
Weronika Balewski
Anne Black
Emily Cowan
Gina Govojdean
Katie Zapel
Phylicia Patterson
Chelsea Walker
Christina Mizer
Glera Jupiter
Bridgette Dawson
Gina Degennaro
Kelly Cerenetich
Olivia Mundy
Rebecca Sedlmeyer
Nicole Spangler
Sarah Geisler
Tara Matthews
Estrellita Olvera
Molly Knapp
Ananthi Rajamoorth
Anne Marie Martin
Brittany Curtis
Amy Jane Matchett
Kylie Czulewicz
Monica Smith
Alyssa Lang
Ashley Beaman
Kaitlin Edwards
Katie Steider
Victoria Montgomery
Kaitlin Loy

Heinz Focus
Children, Youth & Families
Children, Youth & Families
Children, Youth & Families
Education
Children, Youth & Families
Arts & Culture
Arts & Culture
Economic Opportunity
Arts & Culture
Arts & Culture
Children, Youth & Families
Children, Youth & Families
Economic Opportunity
Arts & Culture
Environment
Education
Education
Economic Opportunity
Education
Arts & Culture
Arts & Culture
Arts & Culture
Arts & Culture
Economic Opportunity
Arts & Culture
Economic Opportunity
Arts & Culture
Children, Youth & Families
Children, Youth & Families
Children, Youth & Families
Economic Opportunity
Arts & Culture
Environment
Education
Arts & Culture
Children, Youth & Families
Arts & Culture
Children, Youth & Families
Arts & Culture
Arts & Culture

Country Visited
Ghana
Chile
Argentina
Ireland
Moldova
Ireland
Australia
Costa Rica
South Africa
Peru
Morocco
Tanzania
England
Costa Rica
Costa Rica
England
Mexico
Australia
Spain
Italy
Spain
Italy
Austria
Chile
Cyprus
Tanzania
Tanzania
Tanzania
China
Bolivia
Italy
Germany
Australia
Italy
Russia
Ghana
England
Dominican Republic
Japan
England

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/

Home Institution
Arcadia University
Bethany College
Chatham University
Carnegie Mellon University

Duquesne University

Pitt-Bradford
Pitt-Greensburg

Pitt-Johnstown

Pitt-Oakland
Pitt-Titusville

Temple University

Thiel College

Waynesburg University
W&J
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COORDINATORS’ PAGE
New Campus Coordinators
Featured Campus Coordinator: Vivian Yamoah
Chatham University
International Student Services Coordinator
Vivian Yamoah is
the International
Student Services
Coordinator
at
Chatham
University.
Before coming to
Chatham,
she
worked at the
Office
of
International
Student Services
at
Indiana
University South
Bend. She has a
Masters degree in Cross-Cultural Communication
and International Management from the University
of Newcastle upon Tyne in the United Kingdom.
Since graduating with her B.A. in Asian Studies and
Foreign Affairs from the University of Virginia, she
has worked in the field of international education at
the middle school, high school and college level with
U.S. and international students.

Jaime Molyneux
Temple University

Connie Lundy
Lincoln University

As an undergraduate student, she studied music and
linguistics at the School of Oriental and African
Studies in London and has continued her
international travel and studies since then. She spent
two years in Japan with the Japan Exchange and
Teaching and while there made trips to Southeast
Asia and participated with Habitat for Humanity trips
in the Philippines. She has also visited countries in
Western Europe. Most recently she traveled to
Turkey as part of the Rotary Group Study Exchange
program. Her next travel goal is to go south of the
equator.
Kristin Asinger
University of Pittsburgh at Bradford

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/
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VIH: NATIONAL
DISTINCTION
SARAH GEISLER
Pitt-Oakland - Cyprus
CEE: International Education PreDeparture
Orientation
The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation
has named University of Pittsburgh Honor’s College
student Sarah Geisler a 2011 Thomas R. Pickering
Undergraduate Foreign Affairs Fellow. Geisler, who just
completed her junior year at Pitt, is one of only 20 new
undergraduate Pickering Fellows nationwide and the only
one from a Pennsylvania institution of higher education.

When I applied to college as an
undergraduate, I had no idea what I wanted to do
with my future, and how my interests could be
manifested into a degree. I only applied to two
schools, and upon acceptance at the University of
Pittsburgh, I decided to stay in my hometown, and
focus on a career that was somehow both local and
global. I originally thought about studying
International Relations, but the idea of an
international career scared my 18 year old self, and I
could not balance the idea of reaching out into the
vast world around me, and also maintaining my
desire to start a family eventually. I needed to grow
up, to experience more, to begin to understand this
world before I could really decide what path my life
was going to take.
The only way to experience the world is to
live in it. I discovered a new passion of mine: public
health. I become involved on campus with several
organizations that allowed me to make an impact
through education and awareness campaigns. I am
now the lead PantherWELL Peer Health Educator, a
student liaison to the Alcohol Task Force, and a
member of the Student Health Advisory Board. I was
lucky enough to be able to declare my major at the
end of freshman year, and stick with it. As an Urban
Studies major, with a Global Studies certificate, I am
able to study not only the city and how people within
a city interact, but also the larger world, and how
cities are both different and alike.
In basic terms and principles, a city is the
people that live within it. Yes, the architecture and
the economy and even the governments matter, but at
the simplest level, a city is people. My love for

outreach and for understanding people led me in
several directions. I began mentoring and
volunteering with local organizations like Strong
Women Strong Girls in order to help the people of
my city. I applied and won the Vira I. Heinz
Scholarship during my sophomore year, and used
this amazing opportunity to study abroad in Nicosia,
Cyprus.
Living in Cyprus for two months was how I
came to understand a little piece of the world that I
had previously known nothing about. Nicosia is one
of the last divided cities. There is a United Nations
Green Line that separates the Greek Cyprus, which is
a part of the European Union, from the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus. After the 1974
invasion by Turkey, the Turks were able to keep 17%
of the island and claim it as their sister country. It is,
according
to
the
Greek
Cypriots,
and
occupied
territory,
and is not
recognized
or funded
by
any
country in
the world
except for
Turkey.
The border
between
the
two
sides
opened for
crossing in
2004, but the prejudices and post-war effects remain.
I was able to experience the city in two main
ways. First, as an Urban Studies student, I studied
Nicosia as a divided city. What are the effects on a
people, on architecture, economy, and government,
when the city is literally divided in two parts? What
does this do to the identity of the people, of the city?
It was a fascinating experience, to be walking down
the street on the Greek side, and to sip coffee and
shop, and then to cross the border, and drink the
same coffee in a completely different world. The
Green Line has really created two different countries,
whether they are recognized or not.

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/
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The second way in which I experienced the
city was as a volunteer trying to understand the peace
building efforts. I volunteered with Peace Players
International, a sports camps for Greek and Turkish
children to come together and play with each other.
Though I was only able to work with the kids for a
few days, the experience was once in a lifetime.
There were three different languages being spoken,
and we learned to communicate with laughter and
body language. Those three days taught me more
than my entire two-month stay as an abroad student.
In those three days, I learned more about myself and
about people as a whole than I did trying to live and
make friends at the university I was studying at. This
is not to discredit those two months at all. In fact, my
3 days volunteering would not had been possible had
I not had two months to learn and adjust to the
country, to view it is my home rather than an
extended vacation, and to become so invested in the
place that I felt the need to actually do something
that would have an impact.
Upon returning home from Cyprus, I knew
that I had finally grown up enough to decide the
direction of my life. Urban Studies was the perfect
backdrop upon which to center my studies, and
public health is a passion that I always return to, but
after living in a city that has been divided, a person
has a hard time forgetting. I saw the discrimination
and propaganda that exists. I saw the
miscommunications that start to create barriers and
can lead to war, genocide, struggle. I knew that
having a family and a local life is definitely a goal of
mine down the line, but I decided that I could not sit
by and let other atrocities happen in this world
without doing something about it. I decided that I
was ready to focus on an international career.

This year, I applied for and was awarded the Thomas
R. Pickering Foreign Affairs Fellowship. Through
the Woodrow Wilson Foundation and the US
Department of State, I will receive funding for my
graduate studies and will then begin a career as a
Foreign Service Officer for the State Department. I
plan on studying international development or human
security in graduate school. Upon the passing of the
Foreign Service Test and Oral Assessment, I will
receive the opportunity to represent the United States
abroad and work on our foreign policy efforts.
I am honored and amazed to have received
this opportunity. I credit my experiences in Cyprus
and in the Urban Studies Department for guiding me
into such a path. I know that as a young person, now
is the time to study, change, and affect the world. I
can always come back to my interests in urban policy
and public health later in my career. But after
graduate studies, I will have the chance to live and
work abroad, representing the State. I am ecstatic to
begin this next chapter in my life. However, I feel it
is important to stress that there is no way to begin a
new chapter if you have not read and recorded
previous chapters. Learn and reflect on what you’ve
lived and experienced, and it will make your quest
for a new direction much more manageable and
rewarding.
I’d like to thank the Vira I. Heinz Program
for Women in Global Leadership for affording me
the chance to go abroad and realize my direction, and
the Thomas R. Pickering Foreign Affairs Fellowship
for allowing me to act upon this direction and make
it a reality. If I have learned anything during my time
here at Pitt, it is that this world, though often
disappointing and hard, is a beautiful place, full of
beautiful people. Once we can all realize this, we can
only more forward.

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/
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FEATURED ARTICLE
WERONIKA BALEWSKI
CMU – Peru
CEE: The Culture-Sharing of Music
Our taxi progressed a whole ten inches. Then
we stopped again. We were gridlocked in rush hour
traffic in Lima. During the past two hours, our hope
of making it just in time had turned into a sinking
realization that we would be lucky to hear the second
half of the concert. The taxista had tried side alleys
and back ways, cramming the car into other traffic,
but
progress
was only an
illusion. Then,
when we finally
escaped, sailing
out at a glorious
20 mph, we
could not even
find
our
destination. The
headquarters of
the
Peruvian
army are not a popular stop, and ten more minutes
passed before we found the right entrance. I did not
feel welcomed by the big guns next to the turnstiles
at the security checkpoint. Lit candles marked the
path to the auditorium, an odd reminder that we were
attending a cultural event, somewhere in this dark
hulking army compound. “Welcome to the Peruvian
National Symphony concert,” I thought. Well, the
last 20 minutes anyway.
The agonizing taxi ride was certainly
unexpected, but the concert itself also surprised me.
Immediately, I noticed that the national orchestra had
no proper performance space. The auditorium’s
acoustics were suited for speeches and military
ceremonies, not live music. Listening to the
performance, I got a first taste for the differing levels
of orchestras around the world. The performance of
this orchestra was equivalent to what I would expect
from a university orchestra in the United States.
Because of Peru’s history and economy, the classical
music infrastructure is not as strong as in North
America and Europe, and Peruvian musicians must
usually go abroad in order to complete their studies
or even purchase a good instrument.

As a flute performance major, I wanted to
learn what it’s like to be a classical musician in Peru.
Through my flute professor in Pittsburgh, I got in
touch with a flute professor in Lima and met him for
a private lesson. He was very kind and welcoming,
and spoke warmly of my teacher in Pittsburgh, even
though they had only met a few times. During the
lesson, we worked on Mozart’s G Major Flute
Concerto. After all the unfamiliarity of Lima, talking
about Mozart and the flute felt like coming home.
This was a world I knew! Regardless of nationality,
all flutists struggle with the low Ds in the fifth
measure of that concerto. It was heartwarming to
learn that no matter where I go in the world, I will
have a broad starting point of common experiences
with other flutists and classically-trained musicians.
In addition to classical flute, I was absolutely
determined to learn to play the Andean wooden
flutes during my time in Peru. At the first Vira Heinz
retreat, I had learned that the richness and depth of
my study abroad experience depended on my
proactive efforts throughout the trip. I thought I was
being quite proactive about pursuing my goal, but
my program director put me to shame. It is thanks to
his very persistent efforts that I was able to have
quena and zampoña lessons in Ayacucho, the town
where we spent the second half of the trip. This was
one of my favorite parts of the summer! It was so
rewarding to buy real instruments instead of tourist
souvenirs, and to learn the proper playing techniques
and traditional songs. I bombarded my teacher with
question
s about
notation,
history
of
the
instrume
nts and
tuning
systems,
and
perform
ance
settings. It was my first direct experience of the
similarities and differences between folk music and
art music. For example, composers don’t really write
new compositions for quena, and never have.
Musicians will certainly add new music to their
repertoire, but by arranging popular songs and
melodies originally composed for other instruments.

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/
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Of course, I learned how to play the famous
“El condor pasa.” The simple melody holds a
richness of meanings for me because I also absorbed
its cultural and historical context. There is strong
national pride in the international fame of the tune.
Yes, it has become a tourist export and a stereotype,
but many Peruvians long for more tourism to their
country and the accompanying economic boost. Even
the
constructio
n of the
instruments
involves
cultural
elements.
The
zampoñas
consist of
two rows of
panpipes which can be separated and are traditionally
played by two musicians. Each has only every other
note, and together they can play the complete scale.
Thus, in order to play any song, careful interlocking
and cooperation is needed. This reliance on each
other to play even a simple tune beautifully
illustrates the strong community values of the
Andean highland people.
For me, “El condor pasa” encapsulates
culture on many levels. This was the foundation for
my Community Engagement Experience. My flute
quartet, made up of junior flute students at Carnegie
Mellon University, visited music classes at Kelly
Elementary School and Allderdice High School in
Pittsburgh. We played musical selections with ties to
Brazil, India, Ireland, France, Germany, Russia, and
the United States and engaged our audiences in
activities and dialogue. Derek Charke’s composition
“Raga Cha,” emulating classical Indian instruments,
involved extended techniques such as singing and
playing at the same time, which we demonstrated
beforehand. Three of us had attended a music festival
in Brazil in January 2011, and there we learned the
samba “Tiko-Tiko,” which we played for the
students. We involved the younger children in our
performance by asking them to imagine a story as
they listened to a French work, and answered
questions about how long we had known each other
and whether we knew Portuguese when we went to
Brazil.

Our presentations exposed students to styles
from around the world, but also established
Pittsburgh and Pennsylvania as a part of the global
community and a place where great music is written
and performed. We were not just teaching the
students about different kinds of music, we were also
bringing a whole set of cultures and nations into their
classroom. A live musical performance is like
sharing a traditional dish or learning a national dance
– an element of culture which can be experienced,
even by those who didn’t travel. And like in all
cultural exchanges, we, the performers, were
mediators who left their own mark on the music. For
instance, the crazy ornaments we added to “TikoTiko” were inspired by the huge raucous version we
played during the final concert at the Brazilian
festival.
Although I’ve made it sound like I mainly
learned about music while in Peru, this was actually
not the case. My main purpose was to get to know
the country and the people, and to challenge myself,
because I believe this makes me a better musician.
The
study
abroad
program
I
chose
focused on
Peruvian
history and
literature, and
an important
component
for me was
volunteering
with children with disabilities at a foster home in
Ayacucho. The trip made me long to travel to other
places and to share my experiences, and I have had
the opportunity to do both in the past year. In
addition to attending the music festival in Brazil, I
am currently spending three months in Germany to
study flute and learn about European attitudes to
classical music. On both these trips, I have continued
to explore the two themes I first encountered in Peru
– the common ground I share with classical
musicians from other countries, and the interaction
between popular music and art music in a specific
cultural context. I have felt increasingly
overwhelmed by the abundance of musical training,
cultural understanding, and inspiration I have
received; I am grateful that through music I can share
and give back these gifts.

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/
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NON-TRADITIONAL
DESTINATIONS!
JUSTINE KASSEY
Chatham – Moldova
CEE: Special Education Programming at
Grand Valley Elementary School
When I first decided that I wanted to do occupational
therapy volunteer work abroad I had no idea where I
could go to do so. Having no contacts in OT abroad I
turned to Google to lead me in the right direction.
When I ‘googled’ occupational therapy abroad I was
lead to a website for occupational therapy in
Moldova. Moldova is a very small third-world
country in southeastern Europe that prides itself in its
wine cellars and fresh produce, yet has a terrible
reputation for human trafficking. I was intrigued by
the thought of exploring a whole new land.

After careful consideration I decided to
approach some of my colleagues with my ideas of
traveling abroad to Moldova. One of the first people
I approached was an occupational therapist whom I
worked for; she was very excited to hear about my
new endeavors.

While we talked about Moldova and what I
would be doing while over there a spark went off in
her mind and she remember that a Chatham Alumni
worked abroad in OT and that she was in Moldova.
This piece of information played a large part in my
decision to travel to Moldova. I contacted the
Chatham Alumni network several times before
arriving in Moldova. I left for Chisinau, Moldova on
May 23rd 2010 and my life has not been the same
since.
I arrived in Moldova, a country where nearly
no one speaks English. Thankfully I was met by a
guide whom took me to my host family’s home and
she introduced me to my new family. From that day
forward I was on my own for the most part, I had to
learn Russian and Romanian and become fluent as
my family spoke Russian and the faculty and
children I worked with spoke Romanian. I adapted
very quickly and was able to ride the public
transportation with ease after a week or so of hassle
and adventures. I made plenty of Moldovan friends
and even met two volunteers from the United States
that were also in Moldova. One of the most crucial
times that made my adjusting go smoothly was
meeting with a Chatham Alumna because she
reassured me that I would be able to adapt with
ease. Her husband worked for the U.S. Embassy,
and I was invited to the Memorial Day party. This
was a pleasant surprise as I was able to speak some
English for a change.
I volunteered at two different sites while in
Moldova. The site where I spent the majority of my
time at was a center for disabled called “START.”
In this facility I was their first volunteer and was
treated as an equal within the faculty as everyone
respected and valued my knowledge. I introduced
them to a great deal of new activities and new ways
to interpret different learning styles of the disabled.
In the facility I worked with the about 32 different
mentally-disabled people varying in age from
twelve to forty five. In my second site I was in a
children’s oncology unit of a local hospital.
Overall my experiences were great; I spent
time in Moldova, Romania, Turkey, Ukraine and
even Russia when I wasn’t volunteering. I see the
world differently now, in no small part due to the
experiences of the patients with whom I worked.
Seeing how things were for them versus how things
are here in the US, I now realize that I am here to
make a difference and I am committed to doing so!

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/
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CEE: BRANCH OUT!
KAITLIN ZAPEL & PHYLICIA PATTERSON
UPB - Costa Rica
CEE: Branch Out!
It all began by writing about what we wanted to do.
Now, it ends with us writing about our
accomplishments. Funny how some things in life
truly are cyclical. In the fall of 2009, Phylicia
Patterson and Kaitlin Zapel completed applications
for a very prestigious scholarship – one of the
components of the Vira I. Heinz Program for
Women in Global Leadership (VIH Program). We
were sophomores with big dreams, hoping to be
inducted into
a program
that would
provide us
with
experiences
both in the
United States
and abroad
that would
further us as
individuals
and
as
leaders. When we received notice that we had been
accepted into the program, everyone told us it would
change our lives; but, at that time, we could not
know how. By late spring of 2010, we attended our
first VIH Program Retreat with 43 other young
women, also eager to spread their wings, travel
abroad, and learn more about the world firsthand.
Our particular travels took us both to San
José, Costa Rica, a small but relatively rich nation in
Central America, during the summer of 2010.
Phylicia studied with Cultural Experiences Abroad
(CEA) and Kaitlin with American Institute for
Foreign Study (AIFS), though both study abroad
programs offered similar itineraries on paper. We
each opted for a homestay, recognizing how much
more we could learn about Costa Rican culture by
having a Tica (what the Costa Ricans call
themselves) host family. While studying in Costa
Rica, we each had two major themes that influenced
our stay. The first is the environment. Phylicia
studied conservation and reforestation in her Tropical
Biology class.

Kaitlin took a class trip to Los Juncos
Rainforest. While there, she was able to see how
people had clear-cut land for agriculture and to serve
as grazing pastures for cattle. She also saw how the
people at Los Juncos had returned part of the area to
its natural state by creating a secondary rainforest
(one that has been replanted). She was greatly
affected by
the
main
activity of
the
day:
planting a
tree in the
rainforest!
No longer
could she
ignore
statements
about
the
proverbial
rainforest that was being cut down; she now had a
tangible connection to a rainforest and a desire to
preserve the natural environment in general.
The second focal point of the trip involved
community service and children. Although neither
of us knew so at the time, both Kaitlin and Phylicia
volunteered at the same daycare in Costa Rica. We
were
both
impacted by
our work with
the
children
who were so
happy despite
having so little
and growing
up in what
many would
call “broken” or “dysfunctional” homes. When we
sat down to brainstorm ideas for our Community
Engagement Experience (CEE), the final component
of the VIH Program, we both had very similar
concepts in mind. Why don’t we work with children
to teach them the importance of the environment?
The culmination of the project will be to have the
children plant trees in our hometown of Bradford,
Pennsylvania. Perfect! It actually felt too perfect to
be true, but we were excited to begin this project that
would allow us to give back to the community where
we grew up and where our university (the University
of Pittsburgh at Bradford) is located.

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/
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Undertaking such a project, we knew we
would need help from individuals and organizations.
We began talking with a local greenhouse, Graham’s
Greenhouse, for advice on when we could plant,
what type of trees would survive in our climate, and
how to go about purchasing them from Musser
Forests, Inc.
Then, we spoke with different elementary
teachers to find one who had an interest in our
project and someone who would allow us to work in
her classroom. Mrs. Melissa Cornelius at School
Street Elementary volunteered her group of Fourth
and Fifth Grade Enrichment students and offered to
help prepare her students by focusing some of their
work on the environment. Next, we found a place
where we could plant the trees. The Tuna Valley
Trail Association, a local organization that develops
and maintains walking/biking trails along the
Tunungwant Creek, provided us with a location to
plant our trees. Finally, we obtained financial
support for supplies and manpower for the day of the
event from the Green Team, a student club on
campus dedicated to green living and promoting
environmentally-friendly behavior.
All through the planning process, our
campus coordinators were encouraging of our ideas
and excited to see our project come to fruition. By
working with people in our area, we were able to
develop a team of people very supportive of the
project we called Branch Out.
Branch Out. Those two simple words mean
so much to us.

The phrase encompasses what traveling
abroad did for us: it allowed us to branch out of our
comfort zones and, in doing so, to grow and develop
who we are as people. Of course, Branch Out also
signifies that we desire our efforts to appreciate and
conserve the environment spread and thrive, just as
we hope the saplings we planted will someday
Branch Out.
Being a part of the VIH Program provided us
with so many great learning experiences. One cannot
anticipate how traveling abroad will change her, but
she can be sure that she will come back a different
person. Our CEE allowed us to “pay it forward” by
sharing our experiences with our community. It also
allowed us to “Think Globally; Act Locally” by
incorporating what
we
experienced
abroad with the
needs in our own
community. Our
biggest hope is
that our CEE
impacted
the
children
in
a
lasting
and
meaningful mode.
We began with big
dreams, and we
end with even
bigger ones; only,
now, we know
how to share them
with the world.

VIH INTERNSHIP: SUMMER 2010
RICHA POKRHEL
Intern Summer 2010
I must make a confession, I think I am addicted
to traveling and learning about other cultures.
I’m having a hard time staying still in one place.
During my junior year at the University of Iowa,
I went to study abroad in Manchester, England.
This was the first time I had been on my own,
been independent.
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During that year abroad, I tried to get
involved in activities outside of just classes and
homework, for example as a member of the
International Student Association.
My time in England opened up my eyes
to a lot of things I had never seen or experienced
before. In America, I had never seen women in
burqas. I had a few female students in my Islam
class who were covered from head to toe, I only
saw their eyes. I had some stereotypes about
these women but I came to realize that these
girls were curious, thoughtful, and had their own
opinions. In the end, my interaction with these
women were not that much different from
interactions from other students.
After I
graduated from
undergraduate, I
was accepted to
be an Assistant
Language
Teacher for the
Japanese
Exchange and
Teaching (JET)
Program. I did
not know much
about Japan or
its culture. I was
placed in a small
town and I taught at two different junior high
schools. I taught three class everyday and
collaborated with the other Japanese teachers of
English. I was mainly in charge of planning
activities and introducing games that are not
played in Japan. Students loved hangman.
Outside of my school life is where I experienced
Japan. I traveled frequently around the country.
In February, I rode a boat for 19 hours to make it
up to the island of Hokkaido for their annual
snow festival. It was so beautiful.
Even though I was in a country where I
didn’t know the language, I was okay. I realized
that lack of verbal communication does not
mean you can’t communicate with the people
around you, rather interactions can happen in
other ways.

I pushed myself to take challenges. Only two
months after arriving, I hiked one of the three
scared mountains (Hakusan) in eight hours. I had
never done a hike like that before. I wanted to
quit but I kept going. Reaching the top was such
a rewarding feeling.
After leaving Japan, I decided to pursue
my Masters in International Development. I am
curious about other cultures and the way they
live. At the same, I realize that there is a lot of
poverty and inequality around the globe. My
time at the Graduate School of Public &
International Affairs (GSPIA) has been
challenging but rewarding. In April, I was
chosen as one of the two students to travel to
China and plant trees to fight desertification.
The two years spent in graduate school
confirmed my desire to be out in the world and
try to make differences.
I had nothing like the Vira I. Heinz
Program when I was in undergrad. Honestly, I
was very jealous. As the summer 2010 intern, I
really enjoyed interacting with many of the
students in the cohort. I had met few of the
students before they left for the summer and it
was wonderful to see how they had changed
after coming back. My primary role as an intern
was doing a lot of
research.
I
really
enjoyed helping put
together the human
trafficking activity for
the retreat. I also helped
create a few pages on
the
main
website
including
reverse
culture
and
environmental impact.
In a few short
months, I hope to tackle
another country; I am
thinking I should have
my next adventure
somewhere in Africa.
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2010 Photo Contest Winners!

SECOND PLACE (Tie)

FIRST PLACE

Lauren Mobertz
CMU
Durban, South Africa

SECOND PLACE (Tie)

Tara Matthews
Pitt-Oakland
Karagwe, Tanzania

Anne Black
Duquesne University
Sahara Desert

THIRD PLACE

Emily McCabe
Arcadia University
Pucón, Chile
Of all the pictures submitted by the 2010 cohort,
these four were selected by peer review as the
winners. First place won $100, second place won
$75, and third place won $50!
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PITTSBURGH TO TANZANIA & BACK:

CEE: BRIDGES TO AFRICA

TARA MATTHEWS
Pitt-Oakland
Tanzania
CEE: Bridges to Africa
Receiving the VIH scholarship changed my life.
I came to college knowing that I desperately
wanted to study abroad, but I did not know where or
how. I happened upon the Vira I. Heinz program by
chance, on a flyer hanging in my residence hall.
Suddenly, everything began to come together, almost
immediately: it
turned out that
a member of
my staff was a
member of the
past cohort, and
provided
me
with
encouragement
and
advice.
Soon after, I
found
the
perfect
program:
a
delegation
to
Tanzania. I was
determined to
be a member of
the upcoming
Vira Heinz cohort even though at that point, I only
had a week to complete my application.
Entering the first retreat, I struggled with
self-doubt: I didn’t really know anyone at the retreat.
What if they were all smarter, more accomplished,
better spoken and more sophisticated than I was?
How could I possibly be considered a peer in a group
that was clearly driven and ultra-talented? It turned
out that my fears were unfounded. Everyone I met
was friendly, excited and yes, a bit nervous too.
Hearing about their accomplishments and the paths
they took to reach this point was inspiring, not
intimidating.

Coincidentally, two
other members of
my
cohort,
Estrellita
Olvera
and Molly Knapp,
were taking the
same
trip
to
Tanzania that I
was. Together, we
had the experience
of a lifetime. To say that being in Tanzania was a
pivotal moment in my life is no understatement.
From the moment I entered Karagwe, I felt
connected to my heritage in a way that I never had
been before. It helped that I avoided thinking of my
study abroad as an exotic vacation, although the lack
of hot water helped. My delegation dedicated our
stay to intensive research and community service. I
personally spent the majority of my time assisting at
a female economic development agency, WOMEDA.
Meanwhile, I interviewed female entrepreneurs in the
community to foster a greater understanding about
the unique challenges women face in starting their
own business and finding economic independence in
a highly tradition-based, patriarchal society.
It is difficult to convey the deep impact that
Karagwe had on me through mere words. However, I
can say that due to this experience, my perspective
has widened, my cultural understanding has
deepened, and I now have a genuine appreciation for
the many blessings and opportunities that I have in
the United States and at the University of Pittsburgh.
I also credit this trip with the creation of deep,
enduring friendships as well. When the cohort came
together at the final retreat in the spring, my group
got busy planning our community engagement
experience. At that point, the only thing we knew for
sure was that we had a tough act to follow after the
CEEs of years past. We also knew that our
experiences provided us with an invaluable
opportunity to gain real understanding about the
regions we visited which eliminated our previouslyheld misconceptions.
We also agreed that our service to the
regions we spent time in did not end, once we reentered the United States. With this in mind, the idea
for my group's CEE, Bridges to Africa, was born.
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Our vision was "Think Globally, Act
Locally". The goal was to create an event that would
educate students on the many issues facing women
and children in sub-Saharan Africa - a region where
the majority of our group had traveled - in a unique
and interactive fashion, while also giving participants
a connection to groups based in the Pittsburgh area,
so they could make a difference without having to
leave the city. Lastly, a speaker with a close
connection to these issues gave participants a
personal account in regards to the issues faced by
sub-Saharan Africans and provided guidance in how
we can help.
Planning and implementing the CEE
certainly was not easy. The challenges were
numerous: from community organizations that fell
through, to
making sure
all of our
tasks
got
completed in
a
timely
manner, to
even finding
a
meeting
time
that
worked for
everyone
(one time we
met
at
11pm!). It
was a large
time
commitment
and a tough
exercise in
both
teamwork
and
leadership but in the end, Bridges to Africa was an
event that exceeded my group's expectations and was
more rewarding than we could have ever imagined.
So when I say, "VIH changed my life", I am
not being theatrical. Through this experience, I have
developed as a student, a traveler and a leader. I have
had amazing experiences and made valuable
connections. But most profoundly - and perhaps,
most importantly, I have grown as a human being.

CEE: A FILM FESTIVAL
GLOBAL GENDER ISSUES
VICTORIA MONTGOMERY
Washington & Jefferson
Japan
CEE: Film & Arts Festival
Ever since elementary school I had been
fascinated with foreign cultures and languages; I
was especially fascinated by the Japanese
language, and tried to get my hands on whatever
book or website there was to teach it to
myself. Thanks to the Vira Heinz Scholarship
Program, I had the opportunity to fulfill my
lifelong dream of traveling to Japan. Right from
the start, our VH retreat had us focused on what
we planned to get out
of our trips, and what
we would bring back
to benefit ourselves
and our communities. I
experienced moments
that stay with me even
today: finally being
able to walk around a
large Japanese city without getting lost, learning
how I am viewed as a woman and American in
different cultures, experiencing life with a
Japanese host family, and (on a more serious
note) being stunned into silence by the horrific
sights in the Nagasaki atomic bomb memorial
museum.
Since my return, I have been adamant to
share my experience abroad with my college and
community. The following winter after my trip, I
returned to my high school (where I had led a
Japanese language club) and spoke to the foreign
language students about my trip and what it was
like to experience a different culture. Back in
high school, I had always longed to travel
abroad, but I had no idea how I would
accomplish it, living in my small community. It
was a pleasure to return to my high school and
let the students know about the Vira Heinz
program.
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I also discussed the many opportunities
that are out there to experience the world beyond
high school, beyond their small town, and bring
something back to benefit themselves and their
community.
Hearing
from
previous
VH recipients about their CEEs at the VIH fall
retreat, was extremely exciting, and inspired
Katie Steider and Kate Loy, two Vira Heinz
scholarship recipients from W&J, and I to
organize a Film and Arts Festival that focused
on global gender issues. We spent months
planning the event, arranging guest speakers and
film professors from Chatham University,
roundtable discussions featuring film clips, a
student film and art contest, catering, and
decorations. We had a great attendance, and the
president of our college even came to give an
opening speech. Everyone enjoyed themselves,
and best of all, we felt like we had accomplished
our goal of raising awareness of gender issues
such as body image, female genital mutilation,
and women in the workforce. Now as I write
this, it is astonishing to think about all the
opportunities that became available to me during
and after participating in the VH program: a lifechanging adventure in Japan to improve myself
personally and professionally, a chance to
impact my college community, and a chance to
inspire students at my high school to challenge
themselves and look at the world through
different lenses.

THE MENTORING PROGRAM
AMY JANE MATCHETT
Thiel College
Germany

CEE: Human Trafficking Forum
When I first heard about the opportunity to be a
mentor for another member of the VIH cohort, I was
extremely excited. My travel abroad experience is
something that I will never grow tired of talking
about and realizing that I would have the chance to
talk to someone about that on a weekly basis was
something that I couldn’t turn down.

While mentoring Emily Whipple, also from
Thiel College, I came to find that she was just as
nervous about traveling abroad as I was nearly two
years ago. Every time we met, Emily and I would
discuss a different aspect of traveling and studying
abroad and I was able to give her advice and
insights. On the topic of culture, I found that Emily
had prepared herself well. At one point in her
academic career thus far, Emily chose to take a class
that focused on culture; as a result, she was aware
that when she travelled she would have to adjust to a
whole new way of life. During our mentoring
sessions, Emily would bring up concerns that she had
about her upcoming trip and I would tell her of my
own experiences so she would not feel so alone in
her worries. My favorite aspect of the entire process
was being able to talk to someone who was just as
excited about studying abroad as I was and still am.
Looking at the
VIH Program as
a whole, I found
that
the
Mentoring
Program was the
perfect way to
continue
my
involvement in
the organization. When I attended the first retreat
prior to my international experience, I realized that I
was almost being welcomed into a family. The
group of women that I met was extremely excited
about studying abroad and I felt a sense of
community and goodwill. It was so refreshing to
meet the other women who would be studying
abroad because everyone there seemed to respect the
differences and values of various cultures and groups
of people. Following the retreat, my international
experience in Germany was nothing short of lifechanging and it was even more exciting to discuss
that experience with others at the second retreat.
Finally, my CEE truly made me reflect upon my
responsibility to inform and serve my community.
By choosing the topic of human trafficking, I was
challenged and inspired in my endeavors to create a
week for awareness in such a small community.
Nonetheless, I feel as though the Mentoring Program
was a great way for me to stay involved in the VIH
organization and continue to give back to my
community.
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CEE: WALKING IN
ANOTHER’S SHOES
KAITLIN EDWARDS, England
ASHLEY BEAMAN, Ghana
ALYSSA LANG, Russia
Waynesburg University
CEE: Toms Shoes
A young girl and her twin sister sat at a long
table located at the back of the Salvation Army in
Waynesburg, Pennsylvania. Their hands were
covered in brightly-colored paint smears and marker
residue that matched the same colors that they were
painting on their shoes. After the shoes were
sufficiently covered in all sorts of designs and
splashes of color, they squealed with delight at the
sight of their newly decorated shoes and immediately
put them on once they were dry. Their happiness was
infectious and every one shared their excitement as
several children were given shoes and were able to
decorate them as part of a TOMS shoes program to
provide shoes to needy children in Greene County
last April.
We decided for our Community Engagement
Experience to fund a TOMS Shoes Program to
provide shoes for
less
fortunate
children in Greene
County,
Pennsylvania. We
raised
$1,500
from prominent
businesses in the
community, and
were given a
matching grant of
$1,000 through a
community impact
grant
through
Waynesburg
University.
We
also
asked
community
members to donate money to sponsor shoes for a
child under the poverty line in Greene County.

We educated these members on the goal of
TOMS shoes, and gave them an opportunity to reach
out to others in their community, while opening their
eyes to the issue of global poverty.
The purchased pair of shoes goes to one of the
less fortunate children in Greene County, and the
second pair will be sent to a child in one of 23
participating countries. The children who received
the shoes in Greene County participated in a
decorating party at the Salvation Army. During this
time, they were able to personalize their own shoes
with paints and markers, and learn about global
poverty through the TOMS Documentary. Overall,
we were able to purchase 72 pairs of TOMS shoes
for children in Greene County.
No area of the world is immune to hardship.
Although we
all left the
United States
with
certain
stereotypes in
mind for the
countries we
would
be
traveling to,
we
would
never
have
guessed what
was in store
for us while we studied abroad. Although the trip
itself was a life-changing experience, it was the
experiences we collectively brought back from the
trip that would eventually help us to make a
difference in our own community. We created this
program because we knew there was a need in the
community, and we knew that we could make a
difference in a child’s life through this program.
Although we were hoping to make a difference
and impact our community, not every aspect of the
project went as planned. We struggled with parents
who were apathetic to the project, and a lack of
participation from community members. These
struggles though ultimately helped us to become
more flexible and find new ways to connect with the
community. Overall, this project impacted us in
many different ways. In all of the countries we
visited, we were able to explore and discover a world
that was very different than our own. Different
cultures, different foods and different people all
helped us to expand our view of the world.
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We were also able to experience different
cities and towns and farms that helped us to see the
riches, as well as the poverty, that are an everyday
part of life for these countries. As we returned to
Waynesburg, we realized these circumstances did not
only exist abroad. Both the riches and the poverty
can be found every day in the area we go to school.
Waynesburg University is very service-oriented,
and this has encouraged us to help the community,
but we never realized the full extent of the situation
until we returned after our summer abroad. Once
becoming involved with the Waynesburg
community again, we realized there was so much
more we could do to help the residents. This shoe
project gave us an outlet to impact the community
in a very valuable way. We were finally able to see
the community through a different perspective
because of this project and we were able to see how

the attitudes of the community members affect the
entire town.
This project was sustainable because of the
education of global poverty we were able to bring to
the community. Through this project, we were able
to use our global experience to work with and lead
community members in way that we had never
before thought possible.
The children whose smiles lit up the room as
they wore their new shoes made this whole project
worthwhile. Their joy helped us all to realize that
although we were helping those needy children with
only one of their daily needs, they were simply
grateful and satisfied with what they had. Although
we decided to help some needy children, it was their
attitudes that ultimately helped all of us.

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP: A
PERSONAL REFLECTION
NATASHA WIRTH
Arcadia University
Argentina
CEE: Human Trafficking
Educational Awareness
Great civil rights activist
Howard Thurman once said,
“Don’t ask what the world
needs. Ask what makes you
come alive, and go do it.
Because what the world
needs is people who have
come alive.” When choosing
a college and concentration,
this mantra was driving my search. I found Arcadia,
who just happened to be #1 in study abroad and
couldn't wait to start learning subjects I wanted to
read about. By the end of my first year, I had
declared myself a Sociology major with minors in
Women's Studies and Spanish. By my Sophomore
year, I was seeing flyers for this amazing program
called the Vira I Heinz Program for Women in
Global Leadership, I went to a meeting, sat down a
few nights in a row to complete the application and
before I knew it I was getting my acceptance letter! It
was all surreal. I'd done various projects on Spanishspeaking countries--mostly in South America,
specifically in Argentina--so, I found a program that
combined all of my academic and personal interests
with uVolunteer's women's empowerment program
in Cordoba. I would be working at a women's right
center in the second largest city creating programs
and aiding in the fight for gender equality. This was
what I'd been waiting for--to make me "come alive."
I packed my bags and away I went. After a 19 hour
plane ride I arrived in Cordoba and was given news
that I'd be placed in a different program, a shelter for
at-risk mothers. I'd only have a weekend to mentally
reorient myself before starting my work. At the
Hogar de María Madre Teresa de Calcuta I would
perform various tasks, such as updating the
inventory, aiding in creating a safe space for the
young girls to feel secure via sewing with them,
teaching them phrases in English and making the
women's children happy by playing with them while
their mothers were at their classes.
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Some of the mothers needed specific attention and I
was able to develop a deeper relationship with one
client who suffers from schizophrenia. Going on
walks to the park, the plaza, and the mall, allowed
Eliza an escape from the closed confines of the
Hogar. Another girl, Paola, was required to learn
English in order to pass an exam to get her bachelor's
degree at University.
So, for about two
weeks, I would write
up
syllabi
with
elementary-level
English lessons and
by the first Friday,
Paola was catching
on. Outside of the
Hogar, I was able to
interact with local artisans and immerse myself in the
cultural capital of Cordoba through art, food, and
practicing the Castellano Argentino (or their version
of Spanish).
Coming back from Cordoba, I have grown
much more independent and daring in my
explorations of Philadelphia as well as my
academics. I recently got a summer job as a Child
Care Counselor with a local organization, KidsPeace.
I am working with a similar demographic of
adolescent girls who have been abused, have mental
illnesses, and/or delinquent behaviors and histories.
My VIH experience truly gave me a foundation and
once-in-a- lifetime experience I'll take with me in
any job or career. So, take Mr. Thurman's advice, do
what you love, what makes you come alive, and in
turn, you'll be making the world a little brighter, too.
Some of Tasha’s thoughts on being a global citizen
from her Experience Report: American author Anais
Nin once said, “each friend represents a world in us,
a world possibly not born until they arrive, and it is
only by this meeting that a new world is born” and
this phrase definitely rings true in my heart with my
experience in Cordoba. I've always felt as though
with each new face I met, every story I listened to, I
was a new, changed person. All of the people I met in
Argentina, the conversations we shared, the
memories we created all have molded me into a new
person with a fresh outlook on the world. I now have
new perspectives to consider and a broader sense of
the world I'm living in.

I feel much more connected to issues in
South America because I was welcomed into the
"worlds" of many Cordobes people who would be
affected by changes in politics or social injustices.
Part of being a global citizen is being true to one’s
beliefs while abroad, and I’ve learned that it is
sometimes extremely difficult to be yourself in a
conservative country when you could possibly offend
people, or be the minority, but I had to be true to
myself and my sexuality and standpoint on social
issues. I marched for marriage equality alongside
local Cordobes and believe the argument a college
student and I had about homosexuality may have
opened her eyes to how conservative and primitive
her view was. So, exchanging ideas, sharing
opinions, and being genuinely YOU—this is what I
understand being a global citizen to be.

CEE: EDUCATING A SMALL
TOWN ON A TOUGH SUBJECT
AMY JANE MATCHETT
Thiel College
Germany

CEE: Human Trafficking Awareness Day
When my team and I discussed ideas for our
CEE, all three of us revealed that we were extremely
interested in learning more about human trafficking.
Prior to the second retreat, we were unaware that
human trafficking was occurring on such a large
scale; we were even more surprised to find that it
was most likely occurring in the places we live. We
also took note of the fact that the subject was rarely,
if ever, discussed at Thiel College or in the
Greenville community of Pennsylvania. Therefore,
we decided that it was important to share what we
learned with our campus and community.
When we first began the planning process,
we had high hopes that many people would want to
learn more about this subject. We initially knew that
we were not trying to put a stop to anything, but we
did know that we wanted to create awareness of this
terrible crime. As a result, we planned a movie event
and a chapel service as a way to involve both the
campus and community populations. On our
Awareness Day, we also handed out brochures that
we created that consisted of facts on human
trafficking.
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We were shocked to find that many students
initially threw away our brochures without even
taking the time to read them. Feeling a bit defeated,
we spoke to our campus Pastor, Dr. Nelson, about
what had happened. Dr. Nelson reminded us that
creating awareness for this issue is not an easy task.
We realized that many people do not want to accept
the reality of what is happening to the victims of
human trafficking because the truth is grotesque and
startling.
Furthermore, Dr. Nelson told us that if we
can even get four or five people thinking more
seriously about the issue, then we have done our job.
On the day of the chapel service, I had one of my
professors ask me for the names of websites that sold
“Socially Conscious Products.” During the service,
we explained that these companies provide products
that are not made by child laborers or in conditions
that involve human trafficking. My professor said
that he wanted to do something to help the victims of
human trafficking, and if buying a socially conscious
shirt helped in anyway, he would do that. Seeing
that our CEE did have an impact on several people
that day, we felt good about what we were doing.
Just two months ago, I was sitting in the library and
saw a student pick-up our brochure on human
trafficking that had been left in the library for several
months. The student took about fifteen minutes to
read all of the information. Even though it was
initially difficult to create awareness in the
community, I was happy to see that our CEE is still
having an impact today.

CEE: MODERN DAY SLAVERY
EMILY McCABE
Arcadia University
Chile

CEE: Modern Day Slavery
Officially, slavery ended 150 years ago.
Yet
somehow there are around 27,000,000 modern day
slaves in the world and the profits of this business
exceed those of Google and Nike combined.
Slavery, just like technology, has evolved quickly
and efficiently over the last century and has even
coined a new title as human trafficking. The worst
part of human trafficking is that it affects every
single country, but in most it goes unnoticed and
therefore unprosecuted.

The United States has an estimated 800,000
modern day slaves with around 40% forced in the sex
industry. Virtually all of sex slaves are women and
children. Women can also be in forced into domestic
servitude such as maids. Men who are trafficked
normally end up in forced labor. The treatment of
these people is repulsive; millions deal with violence
and rape on a daily basis. While it is hard to imagine
who could treat other humans in such inhumane
ways, a logical and frequent question is where do
these people come from? People become trafficked
for hundreds of reasons; some are sold by their own
parents or loved ones, some are tricked when they
answer a job posting and some are scooped right off
the streets on their way to school or work. While
many Americans may have shrugged these scenarios
off a decade ago, in the increasingly economicdeclining times we can empathize. If I saw job
offering in Phoenix, I would be much more likely to
pick everything up and move out there because there
are no jobs in Rhode Island. The same mobility is
available to European Union residents, which include
dozens of recently war-torn ex-Soviet Union
countries. For example, 800,000 people are thought
to be trafficked in Belarus. Eight hundred thousand
people equal the entire populations of Providence,
Rhode Island and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania to
disappear. The first step in this ongoing tragedy is
awareness.
For my Heinz scholarship I volunteered on
the border of one of the worst human trafficking
cities in South America, Valparaiso, Chile. I worked
with at-risk children ages 2-5, some of whom were
refugees and been through their own atrocities at
young ages but when I asked about human
trafficking to the women I worked with, they told me
it did not exist in their country. Such awful things
only existed in other countries. I received the same
responses from my host families and teachers. The
painfully blind eye they turned toward human
trafficking was astounding. Yet when I ask people
about human trafficking in the United States, I get
the same response. This grotesque fact was the
major motivator behind my CEE. When I spoke
about with my fellow Arcadian awardees, Natasha
Wirth and Chantal Barr they felt a strong connection
as well and we held a Human Trafficking Forum.
The CEE had a great turnout and a surprising amount
of audience interaction.
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Arcadia was number 1 for the amount of
undergraduate study abroad last year and the
department heads of the nationally known College of
Global Studies attended our forum. They came up to
us at the end and thanked us for the awareness of
such a global and important topic. They want to
keep in contact with me after I had mentioned I want
to go into (hopefully) rewarding field of anti-human
trafficking advocacy. My thesis will be about human
trafficking from a sociological perspective and they
kindly asked to have a copy once it is completed.
You can do amazing things with your opportunity
from the Vira I. Heinz scholarship, and your CEE
can present amazing opportunities as well with
people who share the same interest as you. The
contacts I made will help me get into the field of
anti-human trafficking legislature and advocacy and
this was made possible because of VIH.
For more information about human
trafficking, please visit www.callandresponse.org,
www.unodc.org/unodc/en/human-trafficking
or
www.notforsalecampaign.org today.

CEE UPDATES:
CONTINUITY &
SUSTAINABILITY
ANGELA TAURINO
Costa Rica
Arcadia University
‘CollegeBound101’
Through the Center for Cultural Interchange
volunteering program, Angela Taurino underwent
an exciting teaching experience in Los Planes, a
small town in the Southern reaches of Costa Rica.
From Monday through Thursday, Angela was able to
teach three classes a day, ranging from the youth of
kindergarten to the teenagers in grades one through
six. At night she decided to teach an additional class
for the adults of the community, mostly the parents
of the school children who, like the rest of the Bahia
Drake community, never had the chance or the
income to receive an education in English. Not one
person in the school could speak English, leaving
Angela to teach these classes all on her own. On
Fridays, she and volunteers from the local town
taught the students agricultura, which included
issues with the environment and hands-on

experiences with planting mango trees in the school
yard and maintaining an organic garden. Angela was
able to be immersed in Tico culture by living with a
family who was very active in the Los Planes
community. Her host mother, Mayra, ran Tesoro
Verde, an eco-lodge geared towards tourists who
want to travel with minimal environment impact. At
the lodge, Angela maintained the plants, educated
visitors about the bio-diverse Corcovado National
Park, and created a web-page for the Englishspeaking tourists. Angela describes her CEE and
explains how she made it sustainable: Upon my
return from
Costa Rica, I
decided
to
create
a
workshop for
high school
students
at
ParkwayNorthwest for
those who felt
financially or academically unprepared for
college. My
CEE
consisted
of
creating,
implementing, teaching, and maintaining a
“CollegeBound101” workshop. CollegeBound101
was an 11-week workshop that dealt with topics that
both students and I chose including, but not limited
to, filling out the FAFSA, applying and choosing
colleges, studying for exams and how to ask for help,
filling out scholarships and writing application
essays, and other skills such as time-management.
Students were able to meet with two guest speakers
from Arcadia University. One guest was a resident
assistant and was able to discuss with the group what
it is like to live on campus and what to do if certain
issues arise. Our second guest worked with financial
aid and lead a detailed discussion on the FAFSA and
scholarships. The most important change I noticed in
students was their enthusiasm for the college search
and excitement when discussing their dream
schools. Although I have not been able to continue
my presence in the school to teach the workshop, I
have passed along all of the workshop materials
to Principal McGee to put online and who can then
pass the resources on to future students and parents
of
Parkway-Northwest.
In
this
way
CollegeBound101 will continue to benefit lowincome, first-generation college students. I’m also
excited to report that I was just hired by AmeriCorps
as a teacher!

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/
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CEE UPDATES:
CONTINUITY &
SUSTAINABILITY
LYNN SIPSEY
Ecuador
Arcadia University – 2009
CEE: A Community Garden
Lynn Sipsey spent six weeks volunteering on the
Congal reserve and
sustainable
aquaculture center
and
reserve
through the Jatun
Sacha foundation
in
Bunche,
Ecuador. Congal
reserve is part of
the Choco-Darien biogeographical region, the
world’s fourth priority “Biodiversity Hotspot”
where less than 24% of the original forest
remains.
Lynn’s
volunteer
experience
encompassed both the art and environmental
fields. Her artistic endeavors included painting
educational murals in a school and illustrating
plants on the reserve for the station director. She
also gained experience in sustainable farming
and fishing practices. While working in organic
gardens, she learned about organic planning,
seed collections, and harvesting various fruit.
She also gained the trust of local farmers who
allowed her to help with the milking, herding
and care of cows and was permitted to assist
with the killing of a pig. She helped pull in the
nets of local fishermen and became a frequent at
the shrimp ponds to both feed and harvest. She
also worked on environmental projects such as
weekly beach cleanups, sea turtle monitoring,
removing invasive species, and mangrove
planting. These opportunities provided Lynn
with a unique opportunity to make a positive
impact in both the community and for the flora
and fauna of an incredibly precious region of the
world.

When Lynn return to Arcadia, she was
determined to make a difference. In her words:
[b]efore my CEE, I had only really experienced
the “leadership hat” so to speak. I had had
experiences in student government, and
leadership positions within various clubs, but
had never done much with it. The second VIH
retreat was incredibly helpful in formulating
ideas, a plan of action, and making us aware of
the skills that would be helpful to us along the
way. After the retreat, I was organizing
meetings, recruiting volunteers, organizing
volunteers, starting a mailing list, taking input
from others, working in the dirt with volunteers,
and most importantly, keeping a good attitude
about the project. I found myself without any
sort of title, or even organization name behind
me, and I was doing more true leadership than I
had ever done before. Not only did I learn all of
these skills, but most importantly, I had learned
that true leadership was, it was a person who
worked for the united cause of a group of
people…Originally I had thought my CEE
would be bringing an industrial composting
program to campus, but I soon realized that to
truly educate individuals about environmental
issues, they need to be involved directly, and not
merely bystanders in a process much larger than
they can understand. For this raising of
awareness, they need to be students, as well as
teachers, just as I had experienced in Ecuador.
With this in mind, I decided to start a
community garden. This community garden was
not only about the plants though, with a compost
barrel and rain barrels, it was also about food
resource cycling, soil maintenance, and
responsible water use. All of these are current
global problems, and all of those involved in this
garden will have to opportunity to learn and
address these problems…. This garden is much
more than a plot of ground with some vegetables
growing. It is a place of community, and thus it
is a place of sustainable learning, and it is a
place of sustainable growth.
You can read more about Arcadia’s
Community
Garden
at:
http://arcadiasharvest.blogspot.com/

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/
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MEMORIES &
REFLECTION
NICOLE SPANGLER
University of Pittsburgh at Oakland
Chile

CEE: International Education PreDeparture
Orientation

The
other week, I
took
the
train
into
New York
City
to
spend
the
day with my
study abroad
group from my trip last summer. For dinner, we went
to a Chilean restaurant, Pomaire, named after a little
pottery town we had visited while abroad. We talked
for hours about all the things we did last summer and
all of the things we accomplished, all while eating
the Chilean cuisine we missed so much. We talked
about host families, weekend trips, Chilean friends,
nights out and our classes at the university. We each
had different memories that stuck with us most, but
we all agreed that nothing in Chile seemed to be real
life, and those two months flew by way too fast. I
think the reason for this, at least for me, is that
having the opportunity to study abroad was only a
dream of mine. It was hard for me to realize that this
was reality.
Now looking back on the whole experience,
I understand how much of a life changing experience
it was. Not only did I board a plane for the first time,
wander around a foreign city with a group of
strangers I had just met, and stay with a 65 year old
Chilean grandmother who spent hours teaching me
how to cook Chilean food, I also made leather belts
and stained glass with Chilean locals, rode horses
over the sand dunes on the beach, made hour long
presentations in Spanish for my Chilean economics
class, and learned about the night sky in an
observatory in northern Chile. I came back to the
United States feeling like a new person. It is
impossible for me to pinpoint exactly what I
accomplished while abroad. I passed my classes and
made new friends. I learned a lot about the Chilean

culture and the way the country works, but more
importantly, I learned more about myself than
anything else.
Receiving the Vira I. Heinz scholarship has
had a tremendous impact only my life, and the
program aspect of the scholarship has influenced me
greatly as well. In the Spring Retreat before our trips
abroad, all of the recipients, most of who have never
traveled before, came together to learn about what
we were getting ourselves in to. I think at that point,
we were all expecting to take the world by storm and
make great impacts in our host countries. We were
told how we were expected to act and how we were
perceived in the eyes of the world. We talked with
previous recipients about their amazing experiences
and learned the best things to pack. None of us knew
then exactly what our journeys would be like, but we
were coached and given the confidence to jump feet
first into our different situations and get the most out
of our experiences.
After returning from our adventurous
summers, we were given the opportunity to regroup
again in the fall where we shared all of our stories
and learned how we can grow from those
experiences and how we can give back to the
communities around us and the communities
worldwide.
Although
the
mentoring aspect
of
the
VIH
scholarship is a
new
program,
this gave us the
opportunity
to
again share what
we had learned
and experienced
abroad and help prepare another recipient of the VIH
scholarship for her journey as well. Participating in
the mentoring program really put in perspective how
much I had grown throughout the year and through
the VIH program. Having the opportunity to travel
and study abroad has been truly amazing. It is hard to
believe that a year ago at this time I was packing my
bags and heading home after a two month stay in
Chile. It is an understatement to say that this whole
process has been an unforgettable experience. It
impacted my college years and will undoubtedly
impact my future as well. It has given me the
confidence to not only survive in this world, but to
make an impact in every place I find myself.

http://www.viraheinz.pitt.edu/
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ON TAKING THE
NEXT STEPS…
TIFFANY TUPPER
Chatham University
Egypt
CEE: Middle Eastern North African
(MENA) Day
If you are
reading this
article,
you
have
likely
already
explored the
world with the
help of the
Vira I. Heinz
Program for
Women in Global Leadership.
You have
experienced cross-cultural training, developed your
travel and professional goals with the assistance of
VIH mentors and sessions, and have expanded your
horizons with a summer study abroad program. You
have also likely adapted back into your own
university setting, and are preparing to re-enter
classes in the United States. Now what – what is the
continued role for VIH in your years until, and after,
graduation? I have found that one of the most
important gifts that the VIH program bestowed on
me was the ability to plan a second trip with my
additional $1,000 at the completion of the program.
During Summer 2009, I focused on Arts and Culture
while studying at the American University in Cairo
in Egypt. My studies focused on enhancing my
Arabic language skills, in addition to enrolling in a
class about Arab society. In my time in Egypt, I
connected with a Chatham University graduate who
was a member of the Egyptian parliament. She was
also an activist for the zabaleen, or Coptic Christian
garbage collectors, community. As she told me
about the NGO that she had helped to co-found, and
particularly the way in which the organization
supported women and girls, I felt that there was more
to uncover about this group. However, my trip was
nearly over, and before I could further explore
opportunities to work in the community, it was time
to go home to the United States.

The following fall, I continued with my
undergraduate coursework. Under the mentorship of
a talented academic advisor, I began to consider my
senior thesis topic during the Spring 2010 semester.
It seemed that the zabaleen were the perfect group to
focus on due to my interests in the Middle East, and
my ability to network into the community. With the
financial assistance of Chatham University and the
VIH program, I completed funded independent
research in Summer 2010 in the Mokattam, a
zabaleen community in one of Cairo’s largest
garbage slums. During this trip, I travelled alone,
stayed in a hostel, and worked according to my
research agenda. I explored the city with confidence,
practiced my Arabic as I visited attractions and
conversed with Egyptians, learning the joys of
visiting to another country alone.
Like so many VIH recipients, international
travel seemed as if it was a once in a lifetime
opportunity. However, with careful academic and
financial planning, an additional trip is not out of any
student’s reach. I encourage you to plan your second
trip with a clear focus, perhaps exploring an area of
interest that you did not have time to fit into your
initial travel experience. Propose a second trip that
will move you ahead in your personal, professional,
and academic pursuits. Speak with professors,
professionals in your field, and fellow VIH recipients
about their experiences. Your second trip may even
serve as an opportunity to do a comparison between
your first trip and another region of interest.
In terms of financing your trip, harness resources
from within your academic community and
networks. Many universities offer small travel and
research stipends, and international groups in your
area, such as Rotary International, often offer travel
grants. Pursuing multiple avenues of funding for
your second trip, coupled with your additional
$1,000 from the VIH organization, can help to
alleviate the costs of travel.
The opportunity to embark on global travel is
not simply a once in a lifetime opportunity. The VIH
program has presented you with the tools to handle
any travel experience, and your first trip abroad has
given you the confidence to now explore the world in
a more focused and analytical way. The challenge
lies with you to create a meaningful second trip that
further develops your academic and cross-cultural
skills, setting you apart from others in your field.
Bon voyage!
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2010 COHORT!
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